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The IMF report  that post-Covid growth has helped shrink public debt to GDP ratios in major economies (except China), but 
forecast a trend increase from 2024. Actual debt levels continue to rise; stubborn inflation due to supply chain damage, 
labour shortages and the Ukraine war have pushed up long term debt funding costs despite sustained global short rate 
hikes. 

The US Debt Ceiling drama is partly a symptom of a growing debt overhang, and Q1 US Bank failures are a reminder 
that a robust banking system needs a well-financed Government. Growing concerns about shadow banking means that 
corporates are not immune to credit problems.

A recent paper highlights links between Sovereign default risk and the global financial system. The authors state: “…a 
substantial portion of the comovement among sovereign spreads is accounted for by changes in global financial risk…
spillover effects of global financial risk are more pronounced for speculative-grade sovereign bonds.”

Various other studies have looked at the two-way links between Public and Private default risks. As a credible lender of last 
resort, Sovereign ratings need to be stronger than their domestic financial sector. (They typically are, with a few exceptions 
like Turkey.) If the financial sector of a country runs into problems, then domestic corporate borrowers are likely to face 
higher funding costs from international lenders. Conversely, a struggling corporate sector undermines the fiscal base and 
ultimately the Sovereign rating. 

The chart below plots the current relationship between consensus Sovereign credit risk and the Financial / Corporate 
credit risk ratio, for a large cross section of countries.
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The ratio of Financial to Corporate PDs is used to filter out small samples and to adjust for the global spread effect 
mentioned earlier. Countries in the upper left quadrant either have a Financial PD below trend, a Corporate PD above trend, 
or a Sovereign PD above trend. The Sovereign PD for Egypt, for example, may be too high, the Financial PD too low, or the 
Corporate rating too high. Countries in the bottom right quadrant are in the opposite group – so for example the Financial 
PD for Australia may be too high given the Sovereign and Corporate risk ratings. For Australia the x-axis value is below 1. 
This means that along with other strong global economies like Germany, USA and UK, Australia has a Financial PD that is 
less than the Corporate PD.

Comparison with similar economies may shed more light on these anomalies, but the core messages are clear: (1) the 
credit rating of a country’s financial system is heavily influenced by the credit rating of the Sovereign, and (2) in countries 
with the strongest credit, the Financial sector is stronger than the Corporate sector.
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Credit Consensus Ratings 
and Analytics

Real-world risk views with unparalleled 
consensus coverage. 
Credit Benchmark provides Credit Consensus Ratings and Analytics 
based on contributed risk views from 40+ of the world’s leading financial 
institutions, almost half of which are GSIBs, domiciled in the US, Continental 
Europe, Switzerland, UK, Japan, Canada, Australia and South Africa.

For regulatory and business reasons, these financial institutions have 
each created their own regulated internal credit rating agency to assess 
the creditworthiness of tens of thousands of obligors. Credit Benchmark 
collects, aggregates and anonymises this information to provide an 
independent, real-world perspective of risk, delivered twice monthly to our 
partners. 

Credit Benchmark fills an information gap left open by traditional credit 
risk content providers by offering a timely, comprehensive view of credit 
risk which proves complementary to issuer-paid rating agencies and third 
party model vendors. The first of its kind “credit consensus” data reflects the 
expertise of more than 20,000 credit analysts across the contributing group 
– a powerful example of the wisdom of crowds. 

Credit Consensus Ratings and Analytics are available on 75,000 corporate, 
financial, fund and sovereign entities globally, most of which are unrated by 
credit rating agencies.

Data that works for you 

Credit Benchmark data is available via our Web App, Excel add-in, API, flat-
file download, and third-party channels including Bloomberg and AWS. 

Data Use Cases

 › Counterparty Risk Management

 › Credit Risk Management

 › Systematic Credit Trading

 › Securities Finance

 › Supply Chain Risk

 › Trade Credit Insurance 

 › Capital Relief Trades (CRT / SRT)

 › Fund Financing

 › Regulation, RWA & Capital

 › Onboarding, KYC & Relationship 
Management

 › Point-in-Time (PIT) Impairments 

 › Accounts Payable & Receivable 

 › CCPs

Contact us to learn more and request a demo of Credit Benchmark data  
by clicking here or email info@creditbenchmark.com
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